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 A: Server.Address is the IP address of the server. You should be able to use that value in the URL of your test app. Try host.ClearContentDirectory(); host.WebServer.Port = 80; host.WebServer.ContentRootPath = @"C:\repos\testsite\server"; host.WebServer.Url = "" + host.Address + ":" + host.WebServer.Port + ""; Q: What is the difference between a relational database and a NoSQL database? I
am confused between a relational database and a NoSQL database. I understand what a relational database is, a schema where every table has primary and foreign key constraints and all the foreign keys point to a table called "base" which has all the primary keys of all the tables. My confusion comes from seeing the following statements: 'We want to make data storage scalable, so we use Hadoop or
MongoDB or CouchDB' These seem like they are saying that these are not relational databases and is meant to be used as a replacement for a relational database. If this is true, how is that data stored in them? 'A document is a self-contained data block' Seems like the same thing as saying that Hadoop/MongoDB/CouchDB are non-relational databases too. Non-Relational databases are normally either
"key-value stores" or "document-oriented stores". "SQL" is SQL because SQL doesn't care what you use to store the data, so your primary key and foreign key constraints are maintained. The only thing you really lose is referential integrity. That's not terribly difficult to recreate in another language, so for applications that don't need it or have it as a side-goal, SQL-like databases may be just fine. In a

key-value store, the datastore is indexed by some key (e.g. in a document store by the document id). The key can be arbitrary (e.g. in a hashtable) or, as the name suggests, a key-value pair. In a document store, the datastore is indexed by a key. The keys can be arbitrary or mapped to a schema. A document store does not enforce data integrity, so there is 82157476af
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